Silicon Flatirons Event Photographer

Organization: Silicon Flatirons Center for Law, Technology, and Entrepreneurship at the University of Colorado Law School

Job Description: Silicon Flatirons seeks an experienced and talented photographer to attend and shoot our various conferences and other events. Silicon Flatirons hosts dozens of events each year, ranging in size from 20 to 200 people. Typical subjects include keynote speakers, panel speakers, audience members and social networking receptions. Candidates must exude professionalism at all times.

Silicon Flatirons is a center for innovation at the University of Colorado Boulder to serve students, entrepreneurs, policymakers, and professionals at the intersection of law, policy, and technology. We create productive collisions and spark tomorrow’s thinking with intellectually honest programming and community engagement.

Duties to Include
- Photograph events as assigned
- Collaborate with Silicon Flatirons staff to ensure the most useful photographs are taken
- Edit photos using Photoshop or similar software as needed
- Upload photos to shared cloud storage

Skills & Qualifications
- Currently a student seeking a bachelor’s or graduate degree at CU Boulder
- Experience photographing events, especially speakers, audiences and venues
- Ability to capture people in unposed, candid situations to tell the story of a compelling event
- Ability to understand and follow instructions, receive direction and feedback, yet work very independently
- Must be professional in appearance and conduct
- Must be reliable and trustworthy
- Proven ability to meet deadlines
- Exercise sound judgement and critical thinking skills

Required
- Photographer must use his or her own camera and equipment

Compensation: Our standard rate is $12/hour for undergrads, $15/hour for graduate students. Hours will vary. Most events are weekday afternoons and evenings at the law school (Wolf Law Building).

How to apply: Send a resume, statement of interest, and samples of (or links to) your relevant event photography to Kelly.A.Brown@colorado.edu with the subject line: PHOTOGRAPHER

Contact Person:
Kelly Brown, Marketing Director
401 UCB, Wolf Law Building
Boulder, CO 80309
Kelly.A.Brown@colorado.edu